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Basketball team begins practice, ready to tackle tough s~hedule-Sports. P. 20 
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by KA TIE JONES 
Managing editor 
With their heads bowed and 
their hands cuffed behind their 
backs, two suspects were led into 
the University of Central Florida 
Police Department through a back 
loading dock, Wednesday after-
noon. 
The suspects, Antonio Tay-
lor, 19, and Daryl Valley, 17, 
neighbors on Kennedy Circle in 
Cocoa Beach, were arrested and 
charged with kidnapping and 
armed robbery. 
tims to withdraw money . One stu-
dent was abduct~d from the UCF 
campus near Seminole Hall and 
was returned to campus by the 
suspects. The other student, 
Stephan Reddy, was abducted from 
the "ghetto" area across from UCF 
and managed to escape from the 
car after he noticed a back door 
was unlocked. 
Det. Jaiy Padgett of the UCF 
Police Department and Det. Denis 
Strange of Orange County Sheriffs 
Office arrested Taylor and Valley 
at their homes earlier Wednesday 
morning. Taylor is a former UCF 
student. 
Dean McFat'l , UCF public 
relations, said that he is glad UCF 
can "close the book" on these 
crimes. 
. "The university community 
Antonio Taylor, 19, (left) and Daryl Valley, 17, (right) are led into the UCF Police Department after 
they were arrested and charged with kidnapping ahd armed robbery, Wednesday. 
Two myn kidnapped and 
robbed two UCF students in sepa-
rate incidents in October. Each 
time th~ student was forced into 
the men's light blue car at gun-
point and driven to several auto-
mated tell er machines in the UCF 
area in an attempt to get the vie- . see ARREST, page 4 
Alpha Xi Omega to 
create colony in '95 
by OMAR DAJANI 
Staff writer 
A new Panhellenic sorority . 
has been chosen to begin coloniz-
ing on the UCF campus at the start 
of the spring 1995 semester. Al-
pha Xi Delta, which made its pre-
sentation with ·chi Omega early 
last month, succeeded in winning 
the vote of the Panhe11enic Exten-
sion Committee, the body that rep-
resents the existing National 
Panhellenic Council sororities of 
the UCF Greek system. 
After the existing sororities 
had begun reaching maximum ca-
pacities, Extension Committee of-
ficials decided that the time had 
arrived to begin the process of 
estabiishing a new women's Greek 
group. 
"We're ecstatic; it's been 
long awaited, and everybody at 
this point is very excited that it's 
finally here," said Ossie Palla, 
graduate assistqnt for Greek Af-
fairs. "I can see the excitement 
really begin among many stu-
dents. Everybody's asking ques-
tions, wanting to know what can 
we do for them and how can we 
get started," she added. 
The process of establish-
ing a sorority chapter is very long 
and tedious. The group has to go 
through the National Panhellenic · 
Conference, the governing body 
of the national women's Greek 
groups, which in turn gives all 26 
see SORORITY, psge 4 
UCF's newest sorority, Alpha Xi Omega, will be joining the other Greek groups on campus 
in the spring semester in 1995 as they start initiating new sisters into their club. 
. Chiles, Bush running in close race for governor's seat 
by HEATHER IDLLS 
Contributing writer 
On Tuesday, Nov. 8, vot-
ers wil 1 march to the polls to pick 
the next governor. Who will they 
pick, Governor Lawton Chiles or 
Jeb Bush? According to an Or-
lando Sentinel/WESH-Channel 2 
survey published Tuesday, the 
results are too close to call. 
Current Florida governor 
Lawton Chiles is slightly ahead at 
48 percent, with Bush at 45 per-
cent. However, considering the 
survey's 3-point margin of error, 
the race is a virtual toss-up. 
So, what do people want 
from the next governor?When ask-
ing students at UCF, it seems to 
be more of a question of what they 
don't want from a governor. 
Kathleen Gardner, a com-
munications major at UCF, is a 
registered Republican. However, 
she plans on voting for a Demo-
crat. 
"lam notaChilessupporter, 
·but I am definitely a Bush oppo-
nent," she said.This seems to be 
the general consensus of many 
students. Many students said they 
would be voting for "the lesser of 
the two evils." 
There are specific issues that 
some voters feel that definitely 
Taking it off for money, is it worth it?-p.17 
need to be addressed. Dr. Philip Chiles said he is opposed to giv-
Tay lor , a communications profes- ing vouchers for parents who want 
sor at UCF, feels the educational to send their kids to private 
system needs more attention. The schools. He said he believes in 
government needs to "stop build- fixing the public schools, instead. 
ingprison'sandstartbuildingclass- Chiles said he would sup-
rooms," he said. port giving parents the right to 
In a debate the Tampa Bay choose which public school to 
Performing Arts Center, aired live send their children to. 
on television 1·uesaay n'1gnt, 'oocn .... I support the right of par-
candidates discussed building more en ts to make an individual deci-
prisons, but said that they didn't sion about what is best for their 
plan on taking money fro~ educa- own children's education- in-
ti on. 
Questions a~ked by audi-
ence mernb.ers during the debate 
also forced the candidates to dis-
cus.s private education vouchers. 
eluding the right to choose among 
public schools in the system. With 
regard to public funds for private 
education, however, it is impor-
tant to realize that where ever 
News 
Opinion 
Classified 
Features 
Sports 
government funds go, so do gov-
ernment regulations." 
· Bush said he supports 
giving parents vouchers of up to 
$3000 to send their children to 
private school, if they choose. He 
said this would eventuaJly fix 
Florida's educational system as the 
public schools try to keep"students 
enrolled in their school." 
Another major issue vot-
ers are looking at is immigration. 
Both candidates said they see a 
need to control immigration to 
Florida. Chiles said he has shown 
his support for limiting immigra-
see RACE, page 3 
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Jeb Bush campaigns at Chuch Street Station last month. 
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ARMANDO SOLARES/FUTURE 
Sam Donaldson interviews Gov. Lawton Chiles at UCF. 
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Negative campaigning usually works, professor says · l 
RACE, from page 1 
PWET 
EARTH 
GOIJRMET 
TREATER I 
ti on in the way he handled the last 
Cuban immigration crisis, by call-
ing in the NationalGuard to deal 
with immigrants arriving on rafts .. 
He also pointed out he filed a 
lawsuit against the federal gov-
ernment to reimburse Florida for 
the expense of dealing with the 
immigrants. 
ply as much pressure as possible "Bush was a . better speaker but 
to Washington . .! would apply that Chiles handled the issues better." 
pressure in cooperation with other A big issue in the cam-
affected states like California and . paign has been the negative com-
-Texas through the political pro- mercials both candidates have been 
cess and the courts. In addition, running .. Perhaps the most contro-
we should reform our asylum versial is a Bush commercial that 
laws ... so that we can have an attacked Chiles for "signing 90 per-
effective deportation and interdic- cent fewer death warrants" than 
tion policy that will lead to a formergovernorBobMartinez. The 
reduced num~ers of illegal immi- ad features a mother whose child's 
reforms, but they also agree with 
Chiles' retaliation that there isn't r---------, much the state government can do. 
Chiles also said that eight prisoners I 
have been executed during his term, I 
which is roughly the same number I 
that were executed during I 
Martinez's term. I 
grants,?' Bush has stated. · killerisstillondeathrow,andblames 
So, who won the debate? Chiles for this. Bush claims there 
Is this form of negative cam- I 
paigning effective? According to 
Dr.ElliottYittes, thechairofUCF's I 
political science department, it is I 
very effective with the majority of I 
the public. I 
OPEN 7 DAYS Although Bush hasn't 
had the chance· to deal with this 
problem personally, he has 
showed continued support for 
passing legislation on limitif.lg 
immigration. 
According to UCF students 
and professors,' it depends on 
which angl~· you look at it. 
need to be more reforms in the ap-
peals system, and that Chiles hasn't 
tried to sufficiently do this. · 
"Many voters pick a candi- L _________ ..J 
"As governor, I would ap- Hea:ther Balogh. a commu-
nications major at UCF, said, 
Students at- UCF tend to 
agree that there needs to be more 
dare in the · same way they would 
pick deodorant-does it look good 
and say what they want to hear?" 
Shuttle Atlantis cleared for launch today 
By IRENE BROWN 
UPI Science Writer 
CAPE CANAVERAL-
NASA managers Wednesday cleared 
space shuttle Atlantis and six astro-
nauts for blastoff Thursday on a mis-
sion to probe the Antarctic ozone hole· 
and collect information about Earth's 
troubled atmosphere. 
Blastoff was scheduled for 
11 :56 am. EST (1656 GMT), with 
meteorologists forecasting a 30-per-
cent chance of a launch delay because 
of rain or clouds. 
The weather at the shuttle's 
emergency landing sites in Spain, 
however1 could be a problem. 
'1 can't be very optimistic at 
all that they're going to have real good 
conditions," said Capt. Jeff Lorens, 
with the 45th Space Wing at. Cape 
Canaverai Air Station. · 
The overseas landing sites 
are needed in case of a main engine 
failure during the shuttle's climb to 
orbit. 
NASA managers will have 
until 12:58 p.m. for launch attempts on 
Thursday. The flight, NASA's 66th 
shuttle mission and the final of seven 
planned for this year, continues a se-
ries of Earth-monitoring missions to 
study global environmental change. 
'1t reflects the high priority 
NASA plpces on environmental sci-
ence," said Charles Kennel, NASA 
associate administrator for Mission to 
Planet Earth programs. 
Atlantis carries the Atmo-
spheric Laboratory for Applications 
r6,J,Bi.1f' 
Subs & Salads 
and Science, or A TI.AS, a Spacelab-
mounted collection of six experiments 
to measure solar energy, gases in 
Earth;s atmosphere, microwave ra-
diation emitted by the atmosphere and 
other chemical properties of the stratO-
sphere. · 
'Tue atmosphere is one of 
our best indicators of the state of the 
environment," said Kennel. 
The flight, scheduled to last 
I 0 days, is the third and last planned 
A TI.AS mission aboard the shuttle. 
NASA scientists are working on plans 
to mount some of their environmental 
instruments on the space station, while 
others are to become prototypes for 
free-flying remote sensing spacecraft. 
Atlantis' five-man, one-
woman crew, headed by Donald 
r 
·~ 
Subs & Satads 
McMonagle, will be divided and 
work in alternating 12-hour shifts for 
continuous operation of the ATLAS 
instruments. 
McMonagle, co-pilot Curtis 
Brown, payload commander Ellen 
Ochoa, and rookie a5tronauts Scott 
Parazynski, Joseph Tanner and Jean-
Francois Clervoy also plan to deploy 
a German science spacecraft for inde-
pendent observations and studies of 
Earth's atmosphere. The satellite is t0 
be retrieved before the end of the · 
mission and returned to Earth with the 
· shuttle. 
The flight marks Atlantis' 
return to space after a two-year main-
tenance and refurbishment at shuttle 
inanufacturerRockwelllnternational' s 
Palmdale, Calif., facility. -
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U.S. i anti-drug 
effort in Puerto Rico 
by JORGE A. BANALES 
United Press International 
WASHINGTON The 
Clinton administration added Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to 
the list of "high intensity drug traf-
ficking areas" Wednesday, saying 
more illegal drugs from South 
America are being shipped through 
the eastern Caribbean islands. 
"This area has been identified 
as having one of the most critical 
drug trafficking problems adversely 
impacting the United States," said 
Lee Brown, the director of the Office 
of National Drug Control Policy. 
Washington-Baltimore, Hous-
ton, Los Angeles, Miami, New 
York and the Southwest bor-
der," Brown said. 
As a result of increased 
interdiction of drugs on the U.S. 
Southwest border and western 
Caribbean, Brown said, more 
illegal drugs, particularly co-
caine from South America, are 
being shipped through Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Is-
lands. 
Puerto Rico Gov. Pedro 
Rossello said his administra-
tion "promises to make this one 
of the most successful 
HIDTAs." 
According to Rosello, 
law enforcement activities in 
Puerto Rico in the past two 
years have led to a 20 percent 
reduction in robberies, while 
all violent crime is down by 22 
percent since i 992. 
He also said that "60 com-
ing a model for freeing the nation 
of crime," Rosello said. 
The governor said that 
Panama and Costa Rica have 
sought police assistance from 
Puerto Rico, and other Caribbean 
nations are interested in receiving 
advice from the island's law en-
forcement officers. 
"The HIDT A designation is 
not a cause for celebration," 
Rosello said. "But, to make this 
HIDTA a succes.sful one, is cause 
for our committment." 
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-
Ariz., one of the sponsors of the 
HIDTA program, said that some 
$12 million will be a11ocated to 
the new HIDT A, and praised 
Puerto Rican efforts against drugs. 
U.S. Congressional Del. 
Carlos Romero Barcelo (D-P.R.), 
praised Puerto Rican Superinten-
dent of Police Pedro Toledo for 
his leadership in a crackdown on 
crime over the past years, and said 
~~~~~ . 
Write the news. 
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Authorized by the federal gov-
ernment under the 1988 Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act as HIDT As, the areas 
receive federal, state and local 
support, including intelligence 
sharing and investigative re-
sources, in a coordinated effort to 
dismantle the most significant 
drug trafficking or drug money 
laundering organizations. 
"The partnerships build by 
this approach have proven effective 
in the currently designated HIDTAs: 
munities have been recovered" that "people in public housing ar-~~~m ~.:::~t~ b:::u~s ::~~:: ~~~~~~~~tst~n::1~o:i~~~ 9J:ST CHICIQ:. 
UCF welcomes new sorority . TH EN 
Sorority, from pa~e 1 
sororities an opportunity to study the 
inquiry and respond. 
One of the key factors used by 
NPC chapters to determine whether 
they move forward with the process 
is local alumni support for their par-
ticular group. Of the sororities that 
showed interest in UCF's Greek fam-
ily, Alpha Xi Delta and Chi Omega 
were the finalists that were invited to 
make their presentations. 
Greg Mason, coordinator for 
Greek Affairs, said, "Both groups 
made excellent presentations." He 
added that the deciding factor was 
that "Alpha Xi Delta had alumni in 
place to actually be chapter advisers, 
and they have a graduate student on 
campus that's going to be working 
fur the national headquarters in help-
ing establish the colony." 
Alpha Xi Delta was founded at 
Lombard College in Illinois in 
1893 and today has over 107 
chapters on college campuses 
nationwide. Its purpose is to 
provide the highest quality fra- · 
ternal experience for its mem-
bers. In Florida, Stetson Uni-
versity, University of Florida, 
Florida Atlantic University, 
Florida International Univer-
~ity and Embry-Riddle all h~ve 
Alpha Xi Delta chapters. 
"We have one of the larg-
est rushes in the nation,'' said 
Jen Pergram, 21, an education 
'major and Panhellenic Council 
president. "We made record-
breaking quotas last year, some 
of them (sororities) having any-
where from 98 to 140 girls." 
Pergram explained that it 
is hard to have a close-knit 
group of 140 women, since av-
erage sororities normally include 
between 70 and 100 woinen. 
Jane Sutton of Lake Mary is the 
extension vice president for Alpha Xi 
Delta. As a boardmember of the Na-
tional PanhellenicCouncil, herrespon-
sibility is to study all possible extensio~ 
opportunities across thecountry. Sutton 
said there was strong interest at UCF. 
'We have been very impressed 
by the team work we see between the 
university administration, the staff and 
the Greek organizations/' she said. 
Startingmid-November,anedu-
. cational leadership consultant will be. 
on campus to place the necessary pub-
lic relations and promotional materials, 
includingpostersandinfonnation pack-
ets. 
Alpha Xi Delta officials said 
that new members would be initiated 
within 10 weeks from the colonization 
proeess. For more information, stu-
dents are encouraged to contact the 
Greek Council Office at 823-2072. 
Police obtain full confessions, 9mm 
semi-automatic gun from suspects 
ARREST, from page 1 
is very much relieved that the matter 
came so quickly to a favorable con-
clusion because there were some 
anxieties and fears that this could 
happen again." he said. 
Det. Randy Mingo, UCFPD, said 
that police obtained full confessions 
from both suspects claiming they had 
committed both cimes. Police also 
recovered a 9 mm semi-automatic 
weJpon, which was the same type of 
weapon used in both crimes. 
Mingo said that UCF Po-
lice and OSCO worked together 
to solve the crimes and eventu-
ally apprehend the suspects. He 
said that statements from the vic-
tims and tips from Crimeline also 
helped in the effort. 
"The photograph placed in 
the Future was r~ally beneficial 
and it allowed people from the 
UCF community fo call in tips," 
explained Mingo. 
He added that the final tip that 
led to the suspects' arrest came from 
a tip from a UCF student who 
recogized the man in the photo. 
The photo that appeared in 
the Nov. 1 issue of The Central 
Florida Future was a time-lapse 
shot taken of one of the suspects at 
a drive-up AlM, where he forced 
Reddy to go , Oct. 20. 
The suspects were driven to 
the 33rd Street Jail and will later 
face an arraingment 
Until there's a cure, there's the 
American Diabetes Association. 
' 
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The Central Florida Future 
Election day is finally here! 
Sing hosanna in the highest! 
Well, finally election day is almost here. On Tuesday, Nov. 8, 
the fate of the world will be decided-or so our yet-to-be elected 
Representatives would have us believe. More prisons, less abor-
tions, more taxes, less government privileges, more casinos, less 
fishing nets: all of these important issues will be decided in the 
small booth by an estimated 60 percent of Florida's registered 
voters. This depends, of course, on how inconvenient voting may 
be on Tuesday. 
For those of you dorm-rats who are looking for a way to vote 
on campus, that information is sadly missing. Apparently, the only 
person who knows where voting will be taking place is a man 
named Miguel in Student Governmen_t. He is, sad to say, not 
available as of this writing. The list of people who don't know 
though, include, the UCF operator, the orientation department and 
the SG secretary. Apparently, none of these people intend to vote 
hereatUCF. 
Everyone, though, will be quite thankful to finally have their 
television cleared from the stream of mudslinging and character 
defamation that has grown to a huge screaming mass of drivel. 
Whether you're more concerned with Chiles' addiction to 
Pop-Tarts or Jeb's attempt to change his name to Georgie Jr., the 
issue is the same. 
Do politicans actually think the American public is so brain 
dead to just abjectly float from politician to politician, driven by 
waves ofrhetoric and personal defamation?Sadly, it may·be right. 
After all, it seems to be whoever can put their face on the screen 
enough and yell loudest gets elected into office. Well, the tiffie for 
screaming and character assassination is over, it's time to make 
a decision. · 
''If you choose notto decide, you still have made a choice ... " 
"Freewill," Rush 
Ifs how old? lhat can't be right. .. 
The Hubble Space Telescope has done it again. Now 
that scientists can actua1ly see what's going on out there,. 
a somewhat unnerving discovery has been made. It seems 
the universe could be as much as 8 billion years younger 
than first expected. 
This wouldn't be such a problem, except stars already 
examined have been discovered to be at least 8 billion 
years older than the universe itself. So much for the Big 
Bang theory, huh? The glances the Hubble has given 
humankind into the history of the universe may inevitably 
change the face of astronomy at its most basic level. 
With continual cutbacks on the space exploration pro-
gram, may be it will take such a huge discovery to make our 
Representatives understand the need for such discovery 
and exploration of things beyond our reach and under-
standing. 
Chad Brunner 
Opinion editor 
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Letters to ·the Editor 
Lef s work together for a change 
Having read an opinion editorial in the Oct. 27 issue of The 
Central Florida Future, I finally got irked enough to type up· 
a response. It seems to me that America is determined to self-
destruct. Just look at the two main parties going at it EVERY 
TIME elections come around. 
Now, I am unable to vote, since I am not yet a citizen. But 
from what I u-nderstand, freedom of speech applies to EV-
ERYONE, right? So don't tell me to go back where I came 
from if I don't like. things the way they are. What if George 
Washington had? (Not that I would dare to compare myself to 
one of the Founding Fathers ... ) 
Anyway, my point is that it makes me angry and sad to 
watch a beautiful country with so many resources go to pieces 
because we can't find a way to get along. It may sound naive 
to a political science major, or any other politician, but it seems 
to me that sometimes the Donkeys and the Elephants are just 
in it for the fight. They are determined to have it their way, or 
just seek a different opinion from one another. 
Unfortunately, I am unable to support this statement with 
any facts since the sources are taken directly from conversa-
tions with people belonging to either party. Now, when it 
comes to the President of the United States, I remain con-
cerned. Why is it so hard for Americans to support the man 
(and woman) in office? I'm sure Abraham Lincoln was 
considered by many, Republicans as well as Democrats, to b:e 
out of his wits when he suggested that we free the black slaves 
and let them create a life for them~elves. What a concept! 
Let's not forget Susan B. Anthony's efforts to let the 
American woman have the precious right to vote. Why not let 
this man have a chance to do something? 
This is not a campaign ad or anything like that. I just would 
honestly like to know what it is that makes Americans so 
disgruntled with each other? Why can't we give each other a 
chance and hear each other out for a change? Give someone a 
chance to make a difference for the better! Did you know that 38 
MILLION Americans are without health insurance? I'm one of 
them. Any day you may join us. You can 'ttell me that just because 
you don't feel you "belong" to the Democratic party that you feel 
that this is perfectly justifiable. We need to stand together and 
make this a better place for ALL of us! 
It is naive to believe that you will always have health care or 
you will al ways be healthy. Everyone can fall ill, and everyone will 
eventually grow old. So when someone, Republican or Democrat, 
liberal or conservative, has something to say, listen! Maybe it's a 
good idea! If we can disregard race, creed, religion and gender in 
making a decision about someone' squalifications for jobs, schools 
and the military, shouldn't the same go for someone's opinion? 
Regardless of what this person's political preference may be. 
Thanks for your attention. 
Carmen G. Fazecas 
Civil engineering 
Labe~s are for morons, Mr. Yee 
I am writing in response to Brynner Yee's article 
("Liberals, Defamation, and Personal Attacks") that ap-
peared in the Oct. 27 issue of The Central Florida Future. 
In his article, Mr. Yee (who undoubtedly has a very low 
sense of self-esteem) proceeded to systematically attack 
and degrade anyone who, by his educated opinion, is 
labeled as "liberal" or "Democrat." 
Howexactlydid Mr. Yee intend to express his opinion? 
Apparently, the only real way to back his ideas up was to 
generalize and stereotype classic "liberal" extremists and 
group them a11 together in the "them or us" rhetoric. so 
common to conservative leaders these days. 
But far be it from me, a "flame-throwing behemoth" to 
actually have an educated opinion on anything. So instead, 
let me just take quotes from Mr. Yee. 
Probably the most outrageous example of Mr. Yee's 
somewhat. twisted perception of himself and "his party" 
can be seen in the fo1lowing: 
"I have never attempted to attack anyone on a personal 
level." 
However, let's look a bit closer at his other sweeping 
statements: 
·" ... the impatient, emotional offspring of these liberal 
ancestors are flame-throwing behemoths ... they chose to 
attack personal character, brand enemies ignorant, dis-· 
claim facts without supporting facts of their own ... " 
Or better yet: 
"Lawton Chiles' campaign is nothing more than a giant 
mudball factory with a side-business in the manufacturing 
of wolf's clot~ing ... " 
But wait, there's still more of Mr. Yee' s stealth attacks: 
"the liberals of the Democratic party have shifted with 
the winds, and their tainted lineage includes KKK mem-
bers and black separatist racists" 
And still more: · 
" ... the Democrats' foot soldiers feel compelled, appar-
ently due to insufficient credibility in concepts and debat-
ing ability, to instead mudsling." 
WelJ, I guess, considering myself a liberal and a demo-
crat, that makes me a KKK member and a black separatist 
racist. No wonder I have such an identity crisis! It's tough 
enough nowadays to hold on to any semblance of personal· 
belief, let alone withstand the attacks of stone headed 
conservatives like Mr. Yee who have some sort of martyr 
complex and are just waiting for everyone to attack him. 
The words speak for themselves, and as much as Mr. 
Yee may deny it, he's in the same boat as all of us. We're 
a11 fighting for what we believe in. Don't try to put yourself 
on a pedestal, you're in the mud just like the rest of us. 
Alfred Curry 
Liberal arts 
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The war between sex and violence coming to a video store near you 
couldn't care less about whether or not Blockbuster car- Since they bring up the children, what will have a more 
ries Playboy videos. See, we understand two important profound effect on kids, boobs or bombs? Using the 
concepts that these nose pickers don't. movies we've already mentioned, I can't see how beautiful 
First, we do not have a right to tell other people what women in skimpy lingerie are more dangerous for kids than 
they can or cannot watch (or read or say), no matter how watching Jean-Claude Van Damme maim and kiII people. 
distasteful we may find it. And anyone who's ever been Children see women in bikinis every day at the beach. The 
around children knows that the more that you tell someone human body is a healthy and natural part oflife. Some parts 
Well, they're at it again. David Caton and his Ameri- that they can'tdo or have something, the greater the desire are healthier than others ... What? Oh, yeah, back to the 
can Family Association (otherwise known as the Benny they will develop for the forbidden item. Thanks to Caton word processor. Violence on the other hand, while it can be 
Hinn commandos- or is that Benny Hill?) are organizing and company, Blockbuster will probably rent and sell seen every day in some parts of the world (and New York) 
a boycott of Blockbuster Video. Why, you ask? Because more copies of the Playboy videos than they would have everyday, it's neither natural nor healthy. Which will have 
gracing their shelves soon wiII be a _coIIection of videos otherwise. the potentially traumatic effect on kids? The answer is 
produced by Playboy. Now, before you tear up your Second, ven- dors will sup- pretty obvious, unless you're a sex-obsessed pervert, like 
Fairvilla Video membership card, these Playboy videos ply only those belonging to the AFA. 
are not pornographic. Blo.ckbuster does not carry anything Hopefully, Blockbuster will not give in to these silly 
with an 'X' or 'NC-17'. These videos will simply demands and instead stand up to these hypocrites in 
feature beautiful women in various states of the AFA. Unfortunately, big business tends 
dress and undress. So what's wrong to act as though they were made of green 
with that? Jell-0 when it comes to boycotts. They 
AccordingtotheAFA, there's plenty treat these groups as though they represent 
wrong with it. They want us to believe mainstream America, instead of the radi-
that these videos will corrupt young cal fringe that they truly represent. Re-
children and further destroy the moral member how Coca-Cola bowed down be-
fabric of America. The AF A feels that fore Terry Rakolta and her radical group's 
by carrying these videos, Blockbuster protest against Fox's Married ... with Chil-
will be sending a message to children dren nine years ago? We all know how 
that promote sex and glorify pornogra- successful that protest was. The show is in 
phy. Excuse me, but who the hell set the middle of its ninth season and Terry 
th~epw~e~uarhl~ncl~~~~~~------~----------------~------~R~~~sgro~hun~h~my~~~ 
What I wantto know is, why do groups such as theAFA what the consumer demands. As long as there is a demand cant successes since. Let's hope Blockbuster has more 
get so bent out of shape over issues even remotely tied to for a certain product, the vendor will supply it as long as intestinal fortitude than Coca-Cola. 
sexuality, yet virtuaIIy ignore the issue of violence? I don't there is a profit in it. You can't eliminate the demand by Finally, let me extend a heartfelt thanks to the American 
hear them harping about the violence, death and destruc- attacking the supply. You must eliminate the demand. It's Family Association for alerting me to the presence of these 
ti on in the movies that are Blockbuster's stock and trade. a simple concept, but one that seems to be beyond most Playboy videos at Blockbuster. Without their outcry, I 
You know, movies such as Terminator 2, True Lies, Under people. Why do you think the. war on drugs is such a would never have realized that'they were there. Now, I'm 
Siege, etc.; that each Blockbuster generally has about 200 miserable failure? Like the AFA, we're going about going to get a membership at Blockbuster and rent them. 
copies of for rent. Seems tome that Caton and his mindless dealing with the problem in an ass-backwards manner. Truly, it's preferable to have a pairof38 D's staring me in 
followers are obsessed with sex. The rest of us really Unlike the AFA, at least some of us realize this. the face than a pair of AK 47's. 
For the next few weeks, we will be debuting college artists, looking for someone to fill · 
our cartoon void. Tell us which strip you like better. Send your comments to The 
__ Central Florida Future,_ 12243 University Blvd, Orlando, FL 32817 or fax it to 823-9495. 
Still got something to say about what gets printed in here? Don't just sit there, write 
and send it in. We'll print anything! Letters to the editor should be no more than 
300 words and include the author's name, major and signature. Send letters to The 
Central Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817. 
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CLW/3 INTO : HflP WANlED 
NEED XTRA $ASH for Xmas? Why ROLLING STONES (4) tickets for Learn something this semester you will 
not work for Dave. Wendy's located in Tampa 11 /22 concert. $85 ea. or $320 actually use. Learn to fly. Economical! 
the Waucamaw Plaza on 436 is hiring gets all four. Call 365-4695 Rates! Call 382_2000 
WESLEY FOUNDATION day help. Please apply in person, M-1--------------t 
U . d M h d" C Graphic Artist. Orlando-based trade Thurs, between 3-5 PM DUPLEXED HOME: 2BR/1 BA, EC mte et. ~ ist ampus assoc. seeking full-time graphic de- 1---------------1 
Ministry signer for organization's magazine, 1---------------1 Side-Pool. Rent one side so your $ 
Student Center Room 206'. 823- newsletter & PR programs. Quark Ex- Travel Abroad and Work little!! PCH, DB, Gar. NearUCF. Come 
5335, Wednesday Fellows~1p 6:00 press and Photoshop a must. BS, BA, Make up to $2,000 _ $4,000 +Imo. see. Just $86K. Atkins Realty, M. 
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinn.er or comparable exp. Resume to Comm. teaching basic conversational English Garrett 273-3143 . 
Group, 5:00 PM. We~~ly Bible Dir. Box 140155, Orlando 32814 in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
Study opportunities Runner wanted: for deliveries on teaching background or Asian Ian-
and much morel · d F · f 1· 11· 
. · . · Fridayaftemoons(approx2hours)must guages require . or 1n orma ion ca . 
C 11 ~~;v~3~~~ley, Dire~t~r have own transportation. Please call (206) 632-1146 ext. JS41B1 Need a good, reliable car? 
a - or more in orma- 365-5500 Call a fellow classmate. Many mod 
All W
tioln. 
1 
~V~a~let~P~a~rki-.n-g-Po-s-it-io-.n-s-: -C-ity-N-ig-h-ts-r--C-R-U-IS_E_S_H_IP_S_N_O_W_H_IR_l_N_G_, els to choose from. Call Ric at (407 
e come. V I I . h. . f'll 
. . a et, nc. 1s now mng runners to 1 Earn up to $2 OOO+/month working on 342-6137 Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student valetparkingpositionsatseveralloca- . . ' •------------
Union meets Tues. 9 PM PH 218. · · Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa- 84 Chevy Celebrity, AC, Gray, Au-
All Welcome! ' t1ons across Central Flonda. You must nies. Wor1dtravel (Hawaii, Mexico, the tomatic, $1500 OBO, Call Victor273-
------------ ?eat least 21 years of age, capa~I~ of Caribbean, etc.) Seasonal and Full-
; AUTOS 
TERM PAPER ASSISTANCE 
$1 for catalog of 29,000 reports or phone 
toll free for infonnation 
1-800-777-7901 
Berkeley Research 
2385 Ocean Ave 
San Francisco CA 94127 
: T'fPISTS 
UCF Wrestling Club - Open to all intense running, have.a good dnv1ng Timeemploymentavailable. Noexpe-1--53_1_6 _________ ---1 
interested in starting up the club in reco.rd and a great attitude: We are rience necessary. For more informa- K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735 
Spring '95. FordetailscontactGregat looking for safe, careful dnvers who tion call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C54181 '85 Auto Plymouth Horizon, runs 1--------------1 
249-2836 knowhowtodriveastandardaswellas good. Mustsell. Ask$850/0BO. Call WORDMASTERS 
,___ _________ _,automatic, and who know how to de- 381-3783 Typing and Resume Service 
CAMPUS ACTION FOR ANIMALS liver great, friendly service to a cus- · Since 1986 for all your student 
tomer. Youneedtobeavailableatleast needs. IBM and laser equip. Same-
Meeting Mon. Nov. 7, Rm. 211 in S.C. (1) k d . ht d (1) day service avail. We've moved. Call 
3-4 pm. Bring a vegetarian dish! one wee en mg an one Wooded Lot East of Orlando acesS 
week day or night per week minimum. to ski lake p~rk $1S 500. 365_6563 for info. 277-9600 
Shiftsavailablearoundtheclock,sched- ' ' · 
uling i.s flexible .around cl~sses and NEW! KENWOOD Component 5_ A+ Typing & Word Processing 
other Jobs, pay 1s outstand1n~. Only Disc CD player $150. Also two 12,, PC Installations & Upgrades Laser print. Professional results! cle~n cut, honest, hard working and ORIONcars eakers $100. 384-8646 Call Eric 380-1279 Same day turn-around available! 
. senousathletesneedapply. Call(407) P 1----------------i Close to UCF! Call 366-7123. 
Serious Female student seeking the 849-0670 to set an appointment. 
same for roommate. Beginning Spring FUN & MONEY . ACCOUNTIN~ TUTOR 
$ CPA/Fa me C lie e Instr. Call STUDENT SPECIAL- Term papers Semester.Non-smoker.Ca11Fran(813) N t· IC . b h f LoveSeat 30 OBO. MUSTGO. r r 0 g d bl d 1., 954-8603 a 1ona o. opening new ranc o - Please call 382_6727 Loretta at 256_ 1140 or reports, ou e space , mar-1---------------t fice in Winter Park. Looking for indi- gins. $1. 75@ page or$1.50@ page 
Heather Glen ~pts, N:sF needed, viduals who love having fun and like WANTED: Used Sporting Goods forover20pgs. Red Bug Area. Laura 
mst. bdr., lake view, 5 min from UCF, working with people FT/PT call for . ' 696-2611 
$265+1/2util. ASAPorDec1.Cheryl a t. 644-2060 . ' Youth weight set with bench $50· will pay cash. PLAY IT AGAIN, ___________ ---1 
t 679 9596 ' • SPORTS. 677-5007 ., 
a - Wanted!!!! · Dbll mattress and box spring, $50; 1---------------i 
Roommates Wanted!!!! Individuals and Student Organizations Slate blue sofa bed, $150; glass front 
We have hundreds of roommates look- to Promote SPRING SREAK '95. Earn uprightt stereo cabinet on coasters (as 
ing for you. Call (407) 895-0800or1 substantialMONEYandFREETRIPS. is), $15; Tony Little cross ski trainer-
Insurance Referral Service 
Shopping the best agencies and Auto 
quotes for the very lowest price. Call 
643-7682 
Desktop Publishing by Claire 
Very professional, very quick, very 
reasonable. 
(800) 814-2492 CALLINTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS new, $75. Call 657-0251 
Call today - Waterford Lakes area. 
380-2162 
1-800-327-6013 
Help needed new for R&D study now .. 
Involves video games and reaction. 
Apt. 2bd/2ba, W/D, all appliances. Approx 20 hours. Pay and bonus for 
$460/mo. 1 m from UCF. Call 658- completion. EOE. Essex Corp. Call 
1082 Sue or Julie at 497-894-5090 
Sherwood Forest: 3bd/2ba villa, 1/4 m-------· ------· 
from UCF, W/D, mircowave, verticles. T. W. INTERNATIONAL 
$650 /mo+dep. Res. now for Jan 407- Local company needing Sales Reps. 
773-0102 leave messa e PIT, flexible hours to meefyour sched-
FOXHUNT, 2bd/2ba Townhouse, ule. Comm. based. Please call 290-
washer/dryer, all appliances. Call 657- 9105 
7598 
Work tyclrt-time 
at Disney and we'll 
make sure our 
schedule makes 
.the grade. 
If you're a student, you already • 
have fulkimc d:wa and a full.time 
social life. So how in· the world can 
you hold down a part-time job? 
It's no problem if-you wodc at 
WALT DlSNEYWORID• ~ 
Because our part-time hours arc 
designed to tit~ about any sched-
ule. Need your mornin~ free? Arc 
wcc.kcom best? Just 1Cll us when you 
wmt to work and we'll do the rest 
And get um, as a part·timc cast 
member you're entitled to a lot of 
adwivc Disney bcndits - including 
free admission to the parks and 
mcrchandisc discounu. 
YC1C-round part-Orne jobs arc 
available right now for anractio~ 
rood & beverage, and dozens c1 
other positions. So go ahC3d. Do 
all the things you want to do. You 
an still hdp make drcam.1 come 
true part-time at WALT DISNEY 
WORID•~ 
To apply, visit the 
Employment and 
Casting Center. 
Mooday-Friday, from 
8:3(}am4:00pm. Take 
14 to the Di.sDcy Village 
Em (26B) and follow 
thesigm. 
Art 
Drama Music 
PLUS MANY MORE! VIP Ring $337°0 
15% OFF W/ STUDENT/FACULTY l.D. 
EXCLUDES ClASS RINGS 
Exquisite Des~gner Jewelry & Settings 
Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair While You Wait... 
We Buy & Sell 
•Diamonds 
•Fine Jewelry 
•Watches 
Service 
• Custom Design Pieces 
• Remounting 
•Pearl Re-Stringing 
C?J fl":1$:2.Q Mon.-Fri.10am-6pml277-9778I ~iJfCB 7LJ Sat.10am-5pm . . 
1718 N. Goldenrod Rd. (1 Block N. of Colonial Dr.) 
! on the inside 
11 • Jesus Christ Superstar 
runs through the weekend 
12• The Black Crowes and 
Elastica in new releases 
14• Woody Allen's Bullets 
Over Broadway 
17• · The pros and cons of 
getting naked for cash 
... Noveil)ber 3, 1994 
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Just a thought 
by SEAN PERRY 
"Do something you enjoy for an 
occupation and you will never 
work another day in your life." 
Nowadays The Central 
Florida Future is a sort of club-
house for a bunch of kids that 
refuse to grow up. Wearriveearly 
in the day, make a few calls to 
incorporate the public relations 
branch of a corporation, then be-
gin the transcendence into the past. 
We go next door and play NBA 
JAMS at the arcade, go to Kelsey's 
and have a pizza party, then chill 
In the fall of 1993 I ven- out and listen to the free CD's, go 
tured into the offices of The Cen- to the free movies, or just run up 
tral Florida Future and applied the long distance bills. 
for the position of sports writer. The point is that we all kind 
All I wanted to do was ·spend a of get along. Of course, we argue 
couple of foot.ball games on the about the problems and ways to 
sidelines and get a few quotes, solve them. The dissention no 
then throw some clippings the way longer exists between each sec-
of The Orlando Sentinel. tion, for now we just set each 
I figured that writing was other up with perks. Actually, the 
my ticket to creativity, individu- perks just exist as the gravy on 
ality, and the annual Super Bowl. · this big fat meal thatweeatweekly. 
Well, things sure have changed in I'm not trying to knock the 
the last 12 months. past participants in this collegiate 
Originally, the offices were forum of free speech, but if your 
split between the editorial and the gonna speak freely,justdo it with 
business. The business guys were some style. 
making bills and the writers were The only reason I decided to 
· paying the bills. So a bunch of sit down with a 32 oz. Olde En-
struggling artists took out their glish and stammer about the his-
juvenile angst on the leadership tory of The Central Florida Fu-
position of the publication. Soon ture is that a major wrench was 
all the editorial departments were thrown in the machine this week. 
yelling at the head dirtboy, and The arcade next door was 
then he published the ultimate sin. closed and NBA JAMS was de-
The big advertisement on the "Ho- ported to a game room.somewhere 
locaust" broke the little camels else for overgrown juveniles . . 
backs. It was as if our childhood 
Well, if we had known ear- was stolen away. The whole idea 
lier that we were riding around on of losing what I considered inno-
camels instead of stallions, they cent fun reminded me of why I 
would have been fired Jong ago. was actually a part of this institu-
So the big house-cleaning tion. The things I do here are just 
came about and all the pissy little a simple attempt at creativity. I try 
kids were extinguished. In their to produce something that will 
places were carefully selected re- entertain, inform, an·d enlighten 
cruits that could give a damn about the world on thi~gs that don't need 
arguing with the man. See, we to be ·attended to. Such as Jong 
just don't work for the man. We editorials. 
make him work for us. I spent many a night watch-
Once one of my friends said ing the stars steal away in crazy 
to me, "The difference .between psychade1ic arrays, attempting to 
you and I, · Sean, is that I am understand the purpose of college 
willing to work for a Ii ttle money days and the business world follow-:-
to get to where I'm going and 
make the big bucks." 
I agreed with my friend and 
explained to him that I refuse to 
work for a little money. Oh, but I 
also explained that I refuse to work 
for a lot of money. Actually, I 
refuse to work for money_. 
As the old Confuscious said, 
ing. 
Just when things are going 
well and the paper's income is high, 
they can pull the rug out from under 
you and take away your NBAJAMS. 
Just remember, whatever occupa-
tion you choose, just dig it and do 
what you like. And try to incorpo-
rate a game or two each day. 
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Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
Until Robots 
replace Humans 
... your plasma will 
always be needed 
DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluids for burns, 
surgery, or 
treatments of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident ·victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening dieseases 
"We will compensate you for your time 
when giving the gift of life" 
- YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St..(407) 841-2151 Orlando,-FL. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
GRADS 
WE HAVE EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED TO CELEBRATE 
YOUR SPECIAL DAY 
• Graduation Announcements 
• High Speed Copies 
•Passport Photos 
•Name Cards 
• Printing 
•Binding 
12140 Collegiate Way 
Orlando, FL 32817 
(407) 382-5555 
., 
• 
Broadway Series brings exciting 'Superstar' to Orlando 
by RICHARD AGSTER 
Axis Entertainment critic 
and LAURA BUNDY 
Contributing writer 
riwn, accentuates the timelessness 
of the piece. What comes across is 
not so much a piece of the disco era, 
but rather a probing of what hap-
. pens to any celebrity, from the time 
of Christ to today. 
Broadwayrnusicalsgenerally This tour also capitalizes on 
utilize a specific chronology for theearlypopularsuccessoftheshow 
opening. After weeks of rehearsal by reuniting the original cast leads 
and a trial run, a show will open in a of the film. Ted Neeley is once 
Broadway or London theater. If the again Jesus, and he would not work 
show proves successful, it will run with any other than Carl Anderson, 
for a good amount of time, spawn a the movie's Judas. 20 years have 
movie and a soundtrack recording. done little to diminish the perfor-
There have been a number of shows mances of both men. 
to experiment with this order re- Neeley again brings impres-
cently, for example, shows based sive vocal and emotional ranges to 
upon movies rather than vice versa. the role of Jesus. His upper register 
However, it was 20 years ago that explores both patented rock wails 
Jesus Christ Superstar gained andlovelyfalsettosinging. Neeley's 
strength by straying from this set most moving performance in the 
pattern. play comes in "Gesthernane," a 
The first exposure the public monologue of fear and exhaustion. 
had to this musical was two singles, , Anderson, similarly, plays Ju-
"Superstar" and ''I Don' tKnow How das with passion and talent. He 
to Love Hirn," which climbed the navigates his high vocal range with 
Billboard charts in 1969 and 1971, all the ease of his 1973 re~ording. 
respectively. They were presented Far from the villain his character is 
as being "from the rock opera Jesus expected to be, Anderson reveals 
Christ Superstar, now in prepara- Judas as a misguided pawn with 
tion." A full-length album was re- little control over his own destiny. 
porate both extravagance and sim-
plicity. All locations are more sug-
gested than actually represented. For 
example, while Jesus-faced balloons 
and publicity banners ("Coming 
Soon: Jesus plus all XII disciples") 
were added to create the temple, the 
viding a solid foundation for the 
singers. Whilerockstyleis captured 
by the musicians, theemphasis never 
leaves the actors and their words, 
not even to showcase a guitar solo. 
The production, as a whole, 
which could use the newly available 
performance technol-
ogy to create a very 
'70s or a very '90s 
show, leans toward a 
more timeless effect. 
Overall, the choreog-
raphy and costumes 
are exciting and cur-
rent, but will not date 
this production in 10 
years. These choices 
reinforce the idea that 
Herod's demands (''I 
only ask the things I 
ask of any superstar") 
could beplacedaseas-
ilyuponEddie Vedder 
as Jesus Christ. 
Carl Anderson and Ted Neeley, original members of the 
movie, revi~it their roles as Judas and Jesus, respectively. 
While Jesus 
Christ Superstar pays 
tribute to its '70sroots, 
the production spends 
as much time looking 
forward as backward. 
leased and had already made $16.5 A welcome newcomer to the basic rock concert-like set of the All elements of the show contribute to 
dateless representation of what it is to 
be, then and now, a Supersta.r. 
million before the show opened on role of Mary Magdalene is Syreeta The chorus performers, as a play did not change. The culrnina-
Broadway in October of 1971. Wright. She inherits the most well- whole, are excellent One can not tion of the visual effects is the tech-
These facts demonstrate that, known song of the show, "I Don't doubt that they enjoy every second no logical transformation of the cross 
unlikemostBroadway shows,Jesus Know How to Love Him," and rises of their time on stage. The use of combined with Jesus' ascension. 
Christ Superstar was grounded in to the challenge wonderfully. Con- microphones and a P.A. system, Like the stage, the. orchestra 
the popular music scene from the tent to let her sweet' voice provide while often problematic for en- and sound equipment CQJltribute to 
beginning, but while it maybe tempt- most of the emotional power for semble singing, gives this group no the tasteful extravagance of the pro-
i ng to label the show a '70s musical, her, she is a graceful and composed trouble at all. duction. The· pit orchestra is both 
Jesus Christ Superstar runs 
through Nov. 6attheBobCarr Audi-
torium. Formoreinfonnation, call the 
Lynx Broadway Series at 423-9999. 
For tickets, call the Bob Carr Box 
Office at 849-2020 or Ticketmaster at 
839-3900. the renewed interest and the current presence on the stage. Wright's clear The sets for this how incor- surprisingly large and talented, pro- . 
production suggest that it is more. and pretty sound sets the tone for her · liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii __________ ..... 
Superstar is about fans, fame and performam:e in the reassuring 'DO~!l.c\O"W'n.: 
stardom in any era. "Everything's Alright." 
r:;;~::i;;~~:J~~;~~~: . ~:;ei~~~!~~~~E~~:~~: 11'-~R'1~[!·~~~~:!.,lm!~1~:~~~·D*MJ 
OPENS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 4m 
AT A THEATRE NEAR You. 
ORLANDO 
41 W. Church St. 
843-5825 
FAI 
TUES 
DAY. 
............. 
41 W. Church St. 
843-6104 
Tuesday 
NFL games on the big 
screen with 20 oz NFL 
DRAFT for $2.25 
and 15¢ wings 
Ladies Drink Free 
Wednesday ,,_ 2 for 1 for Everyone 
All Night Long!!! 
Ladies Night with 
Wednesday Happy ~our Daiquiris 
All Night Long!!! 
W-U>.te-rp«rk: 
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7pm 
College Night with 
Wednesday Happy Hour 
All Night!!! 
Everyday: Buy 1 get 1 Daiquiri with College ID 
............ 
310 S. Park Ave 
647.-8719 
I} 
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Don't tell your mama about this show 
Pigface brings its unusual and unpredictable cast of musicians to The Edge Friday night 
by CYNTIIlA CONLIN 
Axis writer 
When most bands go on tour, each 
show is basically the same: same lineup, 
same songs. This is where Pigface breaks 
the norm. It is a melange of musical 
talents from dozens of bands, all work-
ing together to form a common vibe. 
This is the essence of Pigface. 
It's "mayhem," says Martin 
Atkins, founder and main organizer of 
the band. "It's a bunch of people ripping 
off the tops of their heads and saying, 
'Hey, do you want to put your hands 
inside our brains?'" 
However, at the same time, this 
mayhem is extremely organized. It has 
to be, or else it wouldn't work out. Not 
with a lineup which ranges from the Red 
Hot Chili Pepper's Flea to Andrew Weiss 
of Ween, to Ogre and Pat Sprawl of 
Skinny Puppy to Hope Nicholls of 
Sugarsmack. And many of the musi-
cians on Pigface's new album, Notes 
from the Underground, are different from 
those on the tour. 
The mastermind behind all the al-
bums, all the tours as well as owner of 
the band's label, Invisible Records, is 
Atkins, who says he is "sometimes noth-
ing but a glorified travel agent." 
It is Saturday afternoon, and 
Atkins, who also plays drums, is wor-
ried-because he has to get two Cortisone 
shots into his knee. He fell over stage 
equipment about two years ago and his 
knee is still acting up. 
But the injury shouldn't interfere with 
his playing, he assures, because he plays his 
bass with the other leg. "But the problem is I 
don't half-play my drums; I just go completely 
out of the woodwork," Atkins explains. 
One central core of musicians, the 
"A-Team," is traveling with Pigface for the 
complete tour. The "A-Team" comprises 
photo/ INVISIBLE 
These guys aren't sure of their gender, let alone the line-up for each show. 
nuts." 
Nevertheless, when Atkins brings his 
entourage to TheEdge Friday, with Evil Moth-
ers and Collapsing Lung opening, audiences 
will not no what to expect. .. 
Since the last tour about two years ago, 
the.band has collected a plethora of new mu-
sicians. Many from the last tour also appear at 
shows sporadically. "Old people keep coming 
Atkins, bassist Charles Levi (Thrill Kill 
Kult}, vocalist and guitarist Tamie Downe 
(Faster Pussycat, Nervous System), vocal-
ist Mary Byker (Gaye Bykers on Acid, 
Hyperhead), guitarist Pat Sprawl (on Skinny 
Puppy's upcoming album), keyboardist 
James Teitelbaum (Evil· Clowns), drum-
. mer Joe Trump (Carbon) an.d vocalist Meg 
O' Leary (_Crunch). ~ 
In addition to the A-Team, there are 
B and C teams, which include over 17 
musicians who are scheduled to appear at 
various shows. The growing list includes 
Genesis P. Orridge of Psychic T.V., Ogre 
and Andrew Weiss. 
Some musicians just stop on by, and 
the band invites them on stage. It is then 
when Pigface becomes a little more im-
promptu. "We don't sit back stage plot-
ting," Atkins explains. 
Atkins tells his audiences that they 
may recognize some of the songs the band 
plays from the recordings, while some they 
may not have heard. "Other songs we're 
going to make up - we haven't even heard 
them." 
Each of the 49 or so shows (the tour 
kicked off Oct. 19) is different, depending 
upon what musicians happen to be near the 
venues and who is scheduled to perform on 
what date. One show in Baton Rouge, La., 
a few years ago even featured a cello and a 
· harp as well as twinkling Christmas lights, 
Atkins says. This year on some legs of the 
tour, Pigface will have four drummers. 
And the length of each show depends 
on the vivacity of the audience, Atkins 
says. "If an audience is really cool and 
energetic, they'll get an extra hour of 
Pigface." 
Meanwhile, Atkins is still nervous 
about the Cortisone shots his bee is due 
for, that is, "If they can run fast enough to 
catch me." 
For more information on the show's 
line-up and showtimes, contact The Edge 
at 839-4331. 
• 
• 
• 7 Seconds and 
Bouncing Souls tear 
up the Junkyard with 
some sick punk at 9 
p.m. 
• Rev. Billy C. Wirtz 
dishes out his X-rated 
blues at the Down-
town Jazz & Blues 
Club around 10 p.m. 
• Pigf ace, Collapsing 
Lungs, and Evil Moth-
ers at The Edge kick-
ing off at 8 p.m. 
• Bob Margolin and 
Nappy Brown atDown-
town Jazz ·& Blues. 
• Smiley and Thumper 
at Yab Yum in Wall 
Street Plaza. 
• The Go Figures make 
a stop at the Go Lounge 
beginning at 10 p.m. 
Saturday the 5th 
• Kingsnake Blues art- . 
ists, Midnight .Creep-
ers crawl on into the 
Junkyard at 9p.m. for 
some old school blues. 
• The Sleepers at Yab 
Yum and Waterlown next 
door at the Go Lounge . 
Monday the 7th 
• Lyme ·perfonns at the 
DowntownJazz&Blues 
Oubat8p.m. 
• Down By Law and 
Black Train Jack bring 
the heavy punk influ-
ence to the Downtown 
Jazz & BLues Club 
starting at 8 p.m. 
•Lost Tribe jams their 
jazz fusion at 
· theCovered Dish in 
Gainesville. 
• Russ & Bo and 
Tabitha's Secret do a 
straight rock set at the 
Junkyard at 8 p.m. 
The Edge {839-4331); The Club (426-0005); Downtown Jazz & Blues (246-1419); Junkyard (678-YARD); Jani Lane's (649-8829) 
TIME 
4:00 AM 
7:00AM 
7:55 AM 
8:00 AM 
9:00 AM 
9:15 AM 
10:00 AM 
11:00 AM 
12:00 PM 
12:30 PM 
1:00 PM 
1:30 PM 
2:00 PM 
3:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
5!00 PM 
5:51 PM 
6:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
8:00 PM 
9:00 PM 
10:00 PM 
11:00 PM 
12:00AM 
2:00 AM 
4:00 AM 
SUNDAY 
Record Shelf 
Weekend Radio 
Hispanic Show 
Music of 
the Emerald Isle 
The Music 
of India 
Show 
The Bluegrass Show 
Folk Sampler 
The Blues Show 
. 
Reggae Refl9?ions 
Noc:tunal Transmissions 
MONDAY 
Oui~and 
Qua~ 
NPR Playhouse 
Practical 
Wisdom 
E-Town 
Jazz Alter Hours 
WUCF -FM PpogPam Schedule 
The A/ler-rnlive end CJJurd Sax.ce 
November, December 1994 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY TliURSDAY 
Music through the Night 
WUCFMoming 
On Books 
BBC Newshour 
Letter from America Audiophile Cleveland City 
America & 1he World Audition Club Forum 
Performance 
-
Today 
BBC Outlook 
New Letters on the Air Rebert/James Exchange Software/Hardtalk 
The French The Italian The Jewish 
Show Show Hour 
Afropo;:> Worldwide Brazilian HolX Wade in the Water 
WUCFinthe 
~Afternoon 
On Books 
Jazz After Hours 
Prime Time Jazz 
Four Queens Jazz Riverwalk Jazz Jazzset 
Nocturnal Transmissions 
FRIDAY 
Sport and Society 
, 
Tech 
Nation 
Soundprint 
Dialogue . 
WUCF Spotlight 
Rhythm Revue 
Sport and Society 
McPartland's Piano Jazz 
Living in 
the~ 
* "EARTH AND SKY" airs Monday through Friday at 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm . 
·' 
SATURDAY 
WUCFJazz 
Morning 
Jazz on the Beach 
NPRWorld 
of Opera 
Blues Before 
Sunrise 
(after the opera) 
Blues on 
Saturday 
Bluesstage 
Nocturnal Transmissions 
... NPR NEWSBREAKS are provided Monday-Friday at 7, 9, 1 a & 11 am, and at 12, 1, 2 & 3 pm; Saturdays & Sundays at 9 am, 12 & 5 pm. 
TIME 
4:00 AM 
7:00AM 
7:55 AM 
8:00AM 
9:00 AM 
9:15 AM 
10:00 AM 
11:00 AM 
12:00 PM 
12:30 PM 
1:00 PM 
1:30 PM 
2:00 PM 
3:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
5:51 PM 
6:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
8:00 PM 
9:00 PM 
10:00 PM 
11:00 PM 
12:00AM 
2:00 AM 
4:00AM 
-- 89.9 NEWS & SPORTS airs during WUCF in the Afternoon. Newsbreaks air at 3:26, 3:56, 4:26, 4:56, 5:26 and 5:56, Sportsbreaks air at 3:50, 4:15, 4:50 and 5:15 
4 . 
<t~obJei 'Bmo~icat ieti nebJ 
•~ecebettti f•~ claiiic ~ocl 
Black Crowes 
Anwrica 
(American) 
When the Black Crowes released their 
smashdebutShake Your Moneymaker, every-
one w~ crying "Stones." Their incredible 
sophomore effort, The Southern Hamwny 
and Musical Companion had the music world 
screaming ''Zeooelin." 
Well, evidently all the comparisons 
didn't phase this bunch of birds, because they 
are still crowing about the extravagant '60s 
blues riffs and thepsychadelia thatmade up the 
'70s. 
No doubt, this time everyone, including 
Plant and Jagger will be saying that this album 
sounds like classic Crowes. 
Ian Brennan 
Paperboy 
(Toy Gun Murder) 
Releasing his sixth album on his own 
label, Toy Gun Murder Records, Ian 
· Brennan takes a look at the negatives oflife 
on Paperboy. 
Brennan spends his days helping in-
ner city youth in Oakland, California. His 
job is ranked as the No. I most dangerous 
occupation in the United States. Because of 
his interaction with a less fortunate frag-
ment of our population, Brennan shows us 
an eerie side of society that may not be 
apparent to all walks of life. 
Brennan's brooding voice is reminis-
cent of Bono's, as is his stripped down 
sound. Al though he play' s almost all of the 
instruments on the album, from guitar to 
drums to piano, the lack of a specialty in 
any instrument is the cardinal fault of 
Brennan's latest experiment. 
Make no mistake about it, the lyrics 
are the only reason to subscribe to Paper-
boy. 
•Jim Martin 
Beginning with the 
slightLatino blend of drums a 
guitar driven sound, "Gone" 
rings in the most recent re-
lease by The Black Crowes. 
Tracks like "Con-
spiracy" and ''Ballad In Ur-
gency" call on days of old. As 
in their first album, not the 
'60s classic rock legends. Al-
, though Chris Robinson and 
brother Rich have exempli-
fied a shameless love for the 
blues, they seem to have fas-
tened themselves to the roots 
this time around. 
The first two albums 
from this soulful R&B sextet 
drew upon influences such as 
Led Zeppelin and l_be Roll-
ing Stones. This production 
offers a sort of ode to the 
artists that influenced these 
'60s blues emulators. 
"Downtown Money 
Waster'' and ''Descending" 
have absolutely abandoned any pop hooks 
and indulged the Crowes in the sound that will 
establish them as an influence for genera-
tions, the classic blues. 
-Sean Perry 
Swansons 
Shake 
(Interscope) 
Finally,afreshvoicethatsingswithmean-
ing. Yes, this Connecticut-based band did, in 
fact, cop their name from thefrozen food we all 
know and love. The Swansons made their debut 
with the ''Festival of Life" tour in late 1993. 
"All These Things Will Happen Now," 
the lead cut and first single from Shake provides 
us with a perfect introduction to the band. The 
Swansons are somewhat similar in tone to The 
Cranberries. The band's shifting tempos along 
with Faye's dramatic voice produces a self-
assured debut. 
One song that particularly stands out is 
''Respectable Sweat." This song is, well, a happy 
song. It is the song you have longed to listen to 
when you have been inoneofthose''Idon'tcare" 
moods. And how could I forget to mention "As 
you Wish?" Faye begins this dramatic tune with 
"Leaming to walk was the easiest part .. . " and 
proceeds to take us back-backto our childhoods. 
Watch for The Swansons as they plan to go on 
tour this season and "fill you up." 
• Nicole Grappo 
Elastica stretcAes across tile 
Atlantic to release ~stutter' 
Do you sit up at night and try to pinpoint 
the date when "grunge" became the word that 
was discarded by those who made it popular 
in the first place? The day when "punk" 
became the new battle cry of individuality for 
those who found Eddie Vedder as a savior? 
Do you listen to Green Day, and try to figure 
out how it correlates to the Clash and the Sex 
around to hook you into a groove. Before 
you know it, your toes are tapping as you 
reach for the power chords on your air 
guitar. 
Elastica's first U.S. single, "Stutter," 
is begging to make waves in the under-
ground scene, even gaining airplay on 
MTV's 120 Minutes. 
Pistols? Elastica is no stranger to the spotlight, 
For those who remember punk as being' however. After releasing their second British 
a United Kingdom import, a band called single, ''Line Up," they found themselves 
Elastica is bowling right down your alley. 
They are currently working on their debut 
long-player, but Geffen records has released 
a four song E.P. called Stutter to hold the 
American public over. 
Iflistening to Elastica by it's cover, the 
three girl, one guy line-up would 
stereotypically denote a "girly band." Wipe 
this misconception clean, or you'll be disap-
'pointed. 
After a quick comparison to Blondie as 
a place to start, this is rockin' band that posses 
feminine charm, but uses it as a tool instead of 
a vehicle. Unorthodox son structure loo s 
Lords Of Acid 
VooDoo-U 
(American) 
Only the Lords of Acid could get away 
with music like this. On their latest LP, the only 
thing raunchier than their songs is the album 
cover. What2LiveCrewistorap,LordsofAcid 
is to dance music. 
Maintaining their rough-and-tumble 
sound of grinding guitars, head-splitting key-
boards, and merciless techno beats, Lords Of 
Acid(a.k.a.DigitalOrgasm,a.k.aPraghaKhan) 
can blow up any sound system. Vocalists Ruth 
McArdle and Jade 4 U sound off on such tasty 
topics as STD'.s, sex, marijuana, sex, domina-
tion, sex ... well, you get the idea. Different styles 
ofmusicareexperimented withincludingjungle, 
reggae, and hardcore. 
Combined, Lords of Acid have created a 
crazy, dirty, and fun CD. The fact that ravers and 
rockers have both appreciated them over time 
means the songs are fairly club-friend! y. If you 
like to dance and enjoy being offended, go out 
and buy it. If you <lon't dance and are easily 
offended, buy itanyway. Groups like this are far 
and few. 
• Corbett Trubey 
debuting at No. 20 on the U.K. charts in 
February. Other notable endeavors include 
playing this years Reading Festival and doing 
the BBC's "Evwening Sessions," where the 
last song ''2: I" from Stutter was recorded. 
The lead singer, Justine 'Frishrnann, 
was also a part of Suede, prior to Elastica fame. 
''Before formingElastjca,Ired the gang 
mentality of being in a band," Justine says. 
With this came a four song E.P, making this 
muchnoise,thewrathofElastica'sNovember 
tour and forthcoming L.P. should be waking 
· µpus neighbors here in the U.S. 
-Jim Martin 
Janet Speaks French 
The Planet Janet 
(JSF) 
Surfacing from the depths ofextremely 
obscure groups, Janet Speaks French hails 
from planet Earth (North Carolina to be ex-
act). Their debut album, which will probably 
be their last, features a comic-book style 
cover and the story of Janet Speak French's 
mission to rescue their leader, Janet (sur-
prise!), and prevent the elimination of rock 
and roll music. . 
Yes, they're a rock groui:r- a medio-
cre one, at best. While they manage to throw 
in elements of funk, feedback, and hillbilly 
here and there, their music is not particularly 
original. 
Luckily, their humor is, and if their 
goofy outer space story-telling matched their 
music, things could get very interesting. If 
they don't already, they have the potential of 
receiving a small (make that very small) cult 
following. In the meantime, Janet Speaks 
French will just have to settle as being purvey-
ors of interplanetary rock music. 
• Corbett Trubey 
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Fuzzy cle~rly stated their point opening for Velocity 
Girl at Downtown Jazz & Blues 
by JIM MARTIN 
Axis music editor 
The Downtown Jazz and 
Blues rocked out when it was hit 
with a four band tour de force last 
month. The entourage included De-
nature, ZuZu's Petals, Fuzzy, and 
headliners Velocity Girl. Denature 
began the show around 8:30 p.m., 
and when it was all sang and done, 
Velocity Girl finished their set at 
about 1 a.m. Most in attendance at 
the sold out Downtown Jazz and 
Blues were there to see Velocity 
Girl, but everyone left the venue 
being a fan of at least one of the three 
great opening bands. 
Denature got things started 
on that fabled night of October 3rd. 
Denattire is a regional band who 
find salvation in the confines of 
neo-punk (grunge for the non-hip). 
Denature did have a certain fervor 
about them which separated them 
from therun-of-the-mill 1ocal band. 
They seemed to have a feel for mu-
sic which they projected on the 
crowd. 
Soon after Denture left the 
stage, ZuZu' s petals took the reigns. 
The Petals wore dresses that looked 
as if they belongedinJuneCleaver's 
wardrobe from the early '60s. The 
dresses acted as a diversion, making 
the crowd believe 
they were in for 
45 minutes of 
leave it to Bea-
ver-rock; wrong . 
ZuZu's 
petals area strictly 
rock 'n roll band 
out Minneapolis. 
The Petals were 
conceived in the 
same scene that 
produced the leg-
endary band The 
Replacements 
and the hottest 
current Minne-
apolis band Soul 
_As ylum. The-
wardrobe of 
ZuZu' s Petals 
serves as an ex-
ston Bram en's superlative bass play-
ing, this is a band to watch out for. 
Axis spoke with Fuzzy after 
their set. We were curious as to how 
the band came together. It turns out 
that Fuzzy's inception was pretty 
much accidental. On Hilken and 
Winston's first date, they saw 
Hilken's friend Chris play acousti-
cally. Impressed with Chris, Win-
ston offered his ability to her. Hilken, 
4thris, and Winston hooked up with 
mutual friend Dave Ryan of the 
Lemonheads. While Dave was tour-
ing, he let them use his practice 
space. 
Disappointoo with the result, 
the three reluctantly cut a demo when 
Dave returned. Nie Daulton, the 
Lemonheads bassist, liked it so much-
hereleased thedemoon hisAustralian 
label,Half-A-Cowrecords. SoonSeed 
Records signed them and the rest is 
history . 
The band has not made much 
of a dent in the Aorida market, so we 
asked them if they saw a difference in 
show attendance from place to place. 
''It's a little strange" Chris re-
plied. ''We can go a place where no 
one knows us, then we go to Iowa 
City, Iowa and everyone knows the 
lyrics of our sorrgs." In talking about 
radio play andMTV coverage, Hilken 
saidhe"doesn'tknowmuchaboutart, 
ample of their Hilken Mancini of Fuzzy. 
music. 
Although they are beautifully 
dressed in their Sunday's best, there 
is still a beast deep down inside. The 
point the petals make is that the 
beast does not have to be ugly. Beau-
tiful melody can be found in crunchy 
distorted guitar riffs, intelligently 
simple bass lines and thunderous 
drumming. 
Fuzzy is a fairly new band out 
of Boston. Some have chosen to 
write them off due to their relation-
ship with the Lemonheads. (Fuzzy 
shares drummer David Ryan with 
the Lemonheads.) Critics say they 
have not payed their dues like any 
other self-respectirig indie band 
would. The truth of the matter is that 
dues or no dues, this band would 
have been signed by someone. 
Fuzzy's strength lies in lead 
guitarist Hilken Mancini and singer 
Chris Toppin. Between their 
complementary guitar playing, har-
monic singing and stunning good 
looks, there is enough talent to go 
around. With the addition of Dave 
Ryan's solid drumming and Win-
but I'm going to go see what I hear is 
good. It's like that with people listen-
ing to the radio." 
Hilken is also concerned that 
Fuzzy will become a job. ''This album 
is just a collection of songs we wrote. 
Now we have to write songs, and I'm 
afraid of whatthatmightbringabout." 
Their self-titled debut album was pro-
duced by Tim O'Heir, who has also 
worked with Belly. 
A refreshing aspect of Fuzzy is 
that they have not been polluted by the 
record business. They consider them-
selves lucky to be in the position they 
are in, aware that it could all end in a 
year, a month, a week or tomorrow. 
Fuzzy may not be sure what fate has in 
store for them, but with the good 
attitude and musical talent they exude, 
the future certainly isn't that "fuzzy." 
Headliners Velocity Girl took 
to the stage in a modest fashion. It was 
if they were the opening band playing 
to a crowd that did not know music. 
They started their set with ''Drug 
Girls," a cut from their newly released 
al bum Simpatico, Simpatico, released 
in July by Sub-Pop. This album is 
even more acclaimed than their debut 
long player, Copactic. This is not bad, 
considering Copecetic is No. 2 on 
Sub-Pop's all time sales list, right 
behind Nirvana's Bleach 
It has been said that Velocity 
Oirl is comparable to British noise 
bands that specialize in entropically 
distorted guitars, lik:eMy Bloody Val-
entine. V-girl is too pop song oriented 
to be tossed into that bin, however. 
They walk a fine line between crazi-
see FUZZV, page 17 
. Sarah Shannon of Velocity Girl looks onat theDowntown Jazz 
and Blues Club Oct. 3 . 
NATIONAL TOUR! 
Coining Soon to 37 Cities Across the Country! 
Opryland Productions Group, ont' of tht' largt>st pur!'has~rs of liw t>ntt'rtainnwnt 
in tht> <'otrntry, is cornlnC'ting a national arnlitions tour across tht' Unitt>cl Statt's 
in O<"tolwr arnl Nowmlwr. Wt> will ht> rrnuiting as many as -1000 talt>ntt>d/skillt>d 
incliviclnals to f'ast in morr than 36 livt>-mnsie stagt> shows pt>rfon1wd aeross tht> nation. 
Orlando · 
N ovemher 11, 1994 
1 :00 - 4:00 pm 
Columbus Center 
4625 Middlebrook Road 
r 
SINGERS 
Prepare (11 least three selections & brillg sheet music in the proper li·ey 
or cassettf' tape for accomp<miment. 
ACTORS 
Prep<trf' a short monologue and/or bri~f character sketch. 
DANCERS 
Prepare a routine of approximately one minute. 
INSTRUMENTALISTS 
We 11eed conductor/pianists, rhythm section, brass, u:ood1ri11d, and string players. 
Most 1l'ill be asliwl to sight-read.first. ' 
VARIETY ARTISTS & SPECIALTY ACTS 
Shoff 11s the best 011e-111in11te portio11 of your act. 
STAGE MANAGERS 
lnten•ie1rs 1l'ill be conducted at auditio11s; please bring a resume. 
TECHNICIANS/COSTUME DRESSERS 
Complete w1 applirntio11 at the a11ditio11 site or mil to request 011e to be mailed. 
For Schedules in 36 Other Audition Locations. Call 
, 1 ·800·94·STAGE 
1 ·800·9~7 ·8U3 
OPRYLAND PR 
W oodr: Allen sends Bullets flying in Over Broadway 
fhe simplistic humor of Allen shines through on his latest production 
Bullets Over Broadway 
*** 112 stars (out of 4) 
Rated "R" 
David Shayne (John Cusack) is an 
artist. His Broadway play, however, is fi-
nanced by gangsters. The boss' girl, Olive 
(Jennifer Tilly), untalented as she is, must 
have a part. This, though, isn't what Shayne, 
the artist, had in mind. 
(Miramax) 
by DEREK KRAUSE 
Axis film critic 
You're in a burning building. You 
can either save an insignificant human be-
ing or the only existing work of 
Shakespeare. Which do you choose? 
Bullets Over Broadway follows the 
conflicts between this sickly non-actress, 
the other eccentric cast members and Shayne 
as he struggles to produce his production. 
Whatevol v,es is an intriguing and ironic 
climax which answers the earlier question. 
Spaded with peculiar humor and- an honest, 
realistic theme of artistic integrity, Allen's 
film creates a theatrical illustration not only 
mirroring his own realities but also the dilem-
mas aspiring artists endure everyday. 
That's the question a cynical actor 
poses in Woody Allen's Bullets Over Broad-
way, a film analyzing the artist's genuine 
talents over the regular man's simplicity. 
Axis film critic 
With a commitment to sun, 
fun and a lot of films, Florida will 
continue its November hot streak 
with the 9th annual Florida Film 
Festival. 
Touted as being the largest 
motion picture event in the south-
eastern United States, the festival 
will screen some of the newest 
independent films from around the 
world. The 19-day extravaganza 
is split up into two parts: the regu-
larfesti val from Nov. 10th through 
the 19th, and the Boca Raton mini-
fest (Nov. 2-9), a prelude for Boca 
residents with screenings of 11 
films. 
Among the films to be 
shown are Bulletproof Heart (the 
Opening Night film), which will 
be introduced by stars Anthony 
Lapaglia, and Mimi Rogers, 
lntruso with Victoria Abril (Kika 
), Nostradamus and The Beans of 
Egypt Maine, both with Rutger 
Hauer, and Handgun and Love 
and a .45, two films firing off the 
success of the Tarantino genre. 
Also being screened at the 
festival are Mrs. Parker and the 
Vicious Circle, starring Jennifer 
Jason Leigh (Single White Fe-
male), Century, with Miranda 
Richardson (The Crying Game), 
and Amateur, the festival's Clos-
ing Night fi1m. 
Lou Diamond Phillips will 
also be attendance, introducing 
his film, Sioux City. 
In addition to the indepen-
dent features, the festival will 
screen many documentaries, 
shorts and animated films. It will 
also hold various filmmaking 
seminars, a National Student and 
a Best of Florida competition, a 
amateur video contest, and will 
also host an IMAX presentation 
of Chronos. 
For tickets or additional in-
formation call Axis at 823-8192, 
or the Fort Lauderdale Film Fes-
tival at (305) 563-0500. 
Allen incorporates his personal experi-
ences in defining the artist, debating the ap-
preciation of natural artistic ability over the 
man who produces this so-called art. Bullets 
clearly shows to the audience that Allen is an 
artist. Still, we appreciate his work as an artist, 
but refrain from criticizing his achievements 
because of his personal traits as a man. 
Cheech (Chazz Palrn.interi), the gang-
ster bodyguard for Olive, oversees Shayne's 
rehearsals, and along the way suggests some 
changes to his script. Together Shayne and 
Cheech represent the conflict between artist 
and man. In a stellar performance, Palminteri 
(A Bronx Tale ) literally shines over Broad-
way. His captivating presence is filled with 
excitement and a profound hilarity that sparks the entire film. 
Dianne West, who plays Helen Sinclair, 
a veteran bombshell and blinded love interest 
to Shayne, displays some quirky qualities. 
She uses the phrase "don't speak" as a motto 
for her lust for Shayne. 
Cusack seems lost in the shadow's of 
Allen's story and Cheech's superiority, but 
still enlightens and excites, playing the straight 
man. 
A sandwich of theoretical artistry, Bul-
lets Over Broadway is a funny, riveting play 
on plays with a surprising performance by 
Chazz, and an energetic creativity from a true 
artist. 
INFO HOTLINE 
644-4662 
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. Taking it all of{: Is 
·;t worth tAe money? 
• 
• 
by Trish Montgomery 
Axis writer 
~ 
Stripping - easy money? Maybe, but is it worth it? A local 
Valencia Community College stu-
dent learned from ex-
perience that it's not 
• all the neon lights and 
wads of cash some 
make it out to be. 
"Ifeltsicktomy 
stomach," said An-
gela, an ex-dancer, af-
ter her first glimpse at 
the fast-paced world of 
strip dancing. 
"My friend 
Heather got me into it. 
She always told me 
how great it was, and 
how much money she 
made," she explained. 
For Angela, like many 
"gir1s, the idea of strip 
dancing lingered in the 
back of her mind as an 
•easy way to make a 
quick buck. So why 
did she do it? 
• "I wanted to see 
what it would be like. I 
mean, shit, if you're 
making all that money, 
why not?" 
Many gir1s feel 
that they would not be 
able to show their bodies off to a 
bunch of men. As Angela said, "At 
first I was really nervous; on the way 
eto the club I smoked almost a whole 
pack of cigarettes." 
Although the clothes end up 
.coming off, what a dancer wears is 
a big part of the image she portrays. 
"I wore cowboy boots, a little 
white skirt with black sexy under-
wear, and a red lace bra. I had de-
cided I wasn'tgoingto takeitall off, 
but I found out that the more you 
,ake.off, the more money you make. 
So my mind changed quickly." 
When many people think 
of a nude dance club, they usually 
think of men with one thing on ~eir 
minds. 
"Some of the men are really 
nice, I told them I was dancing to get 
money for school and many of them 
gave me more money. I guess they 
felt bad for me." 
Although some of the men 
are nice, not all of the men at the 
club, or "customers" as Angela 
called them, were quite as consider-
ate. She recalled one man saying 
"come on, baby, take it off, act sexy 
to me" which Angela said made her 
feel cheep and slutty. 
Although the night was 
slow and Angela only walked out 
with.$85, after paying the required 
$10 house fee and $5 to the D .J ., she 
said "at that point I felt like it was 
worth it. I thought that once I left the 
club and got out of these clothes I 
would forget about it all." To 
Angela's surprise, that was not the 
case. 
"The follow-
ing morning I still 
felt dirty. I thought, 
oh my God, I 
showed myself to 
other people, to 
other guys. I just feit 
really nasty, like I 
was a whore, even 
tho~ghldidn'thave 
sex with anyone. I 
didn't kiss anyone, 
no bodily contact of 
any kind. I just felt 
so disgusting about 
mys.elf and I knew I 
didn't want to do it 
anymore." 
Angela's ad-
vice to anyone con-
sidering dancing as 
aquickwaytomake ' 
some money is "r.e-
ally think about it 
and decide how you 
would feel after a 
Whole room of total 
strangers have paid 
money to stair at 
your body. Con-
sider how your 
friends and family would react and 
how that would make you feel." 
Looking at Angela, you 
would think she fit the stereotype 
of the girl next door perfectly-
friendly, well.dressed, and articu-
late. Angela'sjustoneofthemany 
who have gone to extremes to 
make a living. She now realizes 
. that a good education and hard 
work is the best pay-off she can 
find. 
Fuzzy opens for Velocity Girl 
FUZZY, from page 15 
ness and pop bliss. It is this equilib-
rium that separates Velocity Girl from 
• other bands. 
Expecting to 
hear chaotic gui-
tars plugged into 
equally chaotic dis-
tortion petals, iced 
with a voice that 
reminds you of the 
girl next door, the 
crowd was shocked 
withanair-tightper-
f or man c e. 
"Audrey's Eyes," 
•"Sorry Again," and 
"Crazy Town" 
were uncannily 
similar to their al-
bum versions, but 
still possessed the 
edge that can only 
be added live. 
Perhaps the 
peakofthenightiswhentheyplayed table. The layered melodies shim-
"Pop Loser," a cult hit of Copectic. mered almost as beautifully as lead 
The lyrics "I'll play my La-La shit singer Sarah Shannon's pale com-
for you anytime/ La, La, La-La, plexion, ending a lovely night of 
La," made this one almost unforget- live erformances. 
WE NEED 
HELP! 
The Honey Baked Ham Co. 
is in search of help during the 
holidays to fill our Sales Counter 
and Production positions. We have 
stores located in the following 
states: Alabama, Arkansas, 
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nevada, North and South Carolina. 
TeMessee and Utah. Please stop 
by immediately to inquire about 
seasonal help. Cleek the white 
pages for information on the store 
nearest you. 
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UNIVERSITY FLORAL & GIFT SHOPPE 
University Palms Shopping Center ~~~ 
. 4250Alafaya Trail cy,o 
Suite 124 ~~~ 
Oviedo, Florida 32765 &"}~ 
(407) 366-1177 ~y 
. 4~ 
Beat the Mid-Week Blues 1J (\ 
Cheer-Up A Friend or Loved One! ~ 
Send a Sunny Bouquet D Q of Happy Faces 
V. . (Mums) $12.50 
....,. Adda 
!:Rpses J 1°0 "Smiley Face" ©' Balloon for "--J 
$2.50 Corsages . J 4li up 
(Exludes Wire Service and other Discounts) 
USED 
CD'S 
TRADE-IN 
CD'S 
WAXTREE 
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY 
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND 
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION 
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S 
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, 
COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE. 
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR 
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES. . 
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 
ALOMAAVE. & 436 IN THE SEMOR~ · 
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK. 
. 407-677-·8897 
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SU~DAY 12-5 
Student · Legal Services · 
Problems With: 
•Landlords 
•Insurance 
•Contracts 
•Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
•A Will 
•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center 
room 210 
Monday--Friday 8am-5pm 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
1:,. 
Apply for the Discover® Card · 
by November 10. -
Spend $75. Get $25 back~ 
NO Annual Fee. 
MEMBERIMJlil/NETWORK ©1994 Greenwood Trus~ Company, Member FDIC 
*This offer valid for Discover Ca.rd appllca.tlons received by 11/ 10/94, that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94. 
Offer va.lld for purchases ma.de by 3/31/95. Ca.sh a.dvances/b&la.nce tra.nsfers excluded. Offer limit.ad to one reba.t.e per account. 
If YOCI ~ottT GOT IT., 
6lT IT:" -
< 
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Game Reviews 
•San Francisco 49ers at 
Washington Redskins. The 
Redskins have been looking good 
with Gus at QB, hell they've been 
scoring up a storm but they' 11 find 
out this weekend that the Niners 
can score even more. Plus Deion 
ffiight just show Gus how intimi-
dating the best cornerback in the 
NFL can be, giving Gus only one 
side of the field to throw to. 
•Detroit Lions at Green Bay 
Packers. The Packers will win this 
matchup as Barry Sanders sets his 
sights on a2,000 yard season. The 
Lions always seem to get lucky in 
the close games but their luck is 
about to run out. Edgar "Mr. Mon-
day Night" Bennett will attempt 
to follow a tremendous perfor-
mance this weekend. 
•Indianapolis Colts at Mi-
ami Dolphins. The Dolts are a bad 
team being carried by a strong 
rookie. I will admit though that if 
Emtman gets back to 100 percent, 
and a coouple of other guys step 
up they could slip into the play-
offs. The Dolphins are surely go-
ing to the playoffs behind Danny 
Boy, and wouldn't it be great to 
see the Dolphins in the Super Bowl 
at home in Joe Robbie Stadium, 
well it would be kinda cool 
anyways? 
•Pittsburgh Steelers at 
Houston Oilers. The Steelers are 
without Barry Foster yet again, so 
it's a good thing they're playing 
the cellar-dwelling Oilers. Barn 
Morris will have a big game and 
expect Oilers cornerback Chris 
Dishman to steal at least one ball 
from the hands of negligent 
Steelers receiver, probably 
Charles "Butterfingers" Johnson. 
•San Diego Chargers at At-
• r--------~----------, 1 ·_ Picks 1 
• l•Forty-Niners. at Redskins(- •Saints at Yikes(-9.5) I 
ho} Jason: Yikes 28-25 over I 
IJason: Niners 42-35 over Aint's 
~ IRedskins Justin: Yikes 17-14 over 
1Justin: Niners 27-17 over Aint's 
1Redskins •Bears(-4.5) at Bucs 
• i•Lions(-5.5) at ·Packers Jason: Bucs 21-14 over 
•
Jason: Packers 24-14 over Bears 
Lions Justin: Bears 21-10 over 
IJustin: Packers 20-17 over Bucs 
• I Lions •Bills(-2.5) at Jets 
I-Colts at Dolphins(-9.5) Jason: Bills 35-24 over the 
IJason: Dolphins 28-14 over Jets 
• 1colts Justin: Bills 30-13 over Jets 
1Justin: Dolphins 28-17 over •Bengals at Seahawks(-7.5) 
1colts Jason: Bengals 28-27 over 
• 
1
-cardinals at Eagles(-7) Hawks · 
•
Jason: Eagles 28-10 over Justin: Hawks 17-10 over 
Cards Bengals 
IJustin: Eagles 21-13 over •Broncos(-3) at Rams 
• lcards Jason: Broncos 24-17 over 
l~Steelers(-3) at Oilers Rams 
IJason: Steel 21-18 over Justin: Rams 24-14 over 
• 1oilers Broncos 
1Justin: Steel 20-17 over •L.A. Raiders at Kansas C~yl 
1oilers Chiefs I 
• •Chargers at Falcons(-1) Jason: Raiders 31-24 over I 
IJason: Falcons 24-18 over Chiefs 
IBolts Justin: Chiefs 24-17 over I 
• IJustin: Bolts 28-24 over Raiders . I 
IFalcons •N.Y. Giants at Dallas I 
l•Pats at Browns(-4) Cowboys I 
• 1Jason:· Browns 28-18 over Jason: Boys 33-17 over I 
1Pats Giants I 
1Justin: Browns 24-20 over Justin: Boys 28-14 over I Pats Giants 
• L-------------------..1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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lanta Falcon·s. The Falcons are with. Defensively however, I give 
actually favored by a point in this the edge to the Cards. 
Shell and Hostetler are getting 
along the offense should finally 
put up the numbers their capable 
of. 
game, can you beleive it? The 
reason for that is because the •Cincinnati Bengals at Se-
Chargers will be without quarter- attle Seahawks. The Bengals came 
back Stan Humphries. There is a so close to beating the Cowboys 
significant talent drop from first last week with Jeff Blake at the 
to second team at the position. , helm. Infact I have another upset 
The Falcons will probably win hunch .this week, and it's the 
this one at home, and look for both Bengals getting their first victory 
running backs, NatroneMeansand of the season. The Hawks started 
Eric Pegramm to have solid per-· off so strong and they've been 
The Chiefs are terribly un-
predictable, and being a fan of the 
AFC I wouldn't want them to rep-
resent us in the S1,1per Bowl-
your never sure who's going to 
show up. 
formances. heading downhill ever sense. Monday Nighter 
•New England Patriots at 
Cleveland Browns. The Browns 
proved to be mortals last week by 
losing to the Broncos, again. The 
Browns won't lose two weeks in a 
row, even though Vinny is sitting 
out due to a slight concussion-
Superbowl MVP Mark Rypien 
will be starting in his place. An-
other crushing blow for the 
Browns is the injury to Michael 
Dean Perry. the Browns will win 
despite their injuries. 
•Denver Broncos at L.A. 
Rams. The Broncos will win in a 
·tough game. Elway may come up 
with some last minute heroics yet 
again. The Rams are no joke, their 
defense is tough and they have 
Jerome Bettis to greind out 100+ 
yards every game. Broncos will 
make their run for the playoffs 
now, and their not about to let the 
Rams stand in their way. 
•••••••••••••••• 
•N.Y.GiantsatDallasCow-
boys. The Cowboys had a tough 
·battle against the Bengals, but it 
was just the wake up call they 
needed. 
As for the Giants I'm so 
sick of them because I keep pick-
ing them under the assumption 
that eventually they'll have to win. 
I won't do it anymore, the COW-
•L.A. Raiders at Kansas City BOYS WILL WIN, and truthfully 
Chiefs. The Raiders will beat a I hope they hand the Giants a 
•NewOrleansSaintsatMin- dejected Chiefs squad. Now that beating. 
nesota Vikings. The Vikings are --------------------------
rolling right now through the easy 
portion of their schedule, the Yucs 
last week and now the Saints? The 
Aint's have shown some promise 
recently, but this once playoff con-
tender has some major rebuilding 
•Chicago Bears at Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers. The Yucs will 
acually win this game, before you 
call me crazy check out their other 
wins, I had a sneaky suspicion 
about those games as well. The 
Bears weren't very impressive last 
Monday night, and they aren't sure 
which quarterback to stay with. 
Their once strong defense was on 
the field only when Dick Butkus 
was haveing his number retired at 
halftime. 
Women's Soccer TAAC Toumamen 
FIU (#2 East) 
Semifinal 
Friday at Noon 
Centenary (#1 West) 
UCF (#1 East) 
Semifinal 
Friday at 3pm 
Mercer (#2 West) 
Championship Game 
Saturday at 2pm 
at the UCF Arena field this weekepd 
•Buffalo Bills at New York ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! 
Jets. The Bills will kill the Jets if f~ 
they play the way '1iey did last 
weekend against the Chiefs. They 
have to let Thurman have com-· 
plete say so he can have his way 
against the sorry Jets defense. 
Boomer may actually make it a 
close game. 
•Arizona Cardinals at Phila-
delphia Eagles. What a game! 
Buddy ball is finally catching on 
over there in Phoenix, and the 
etam is starting to win or at least 
come close. This should be good 
but I think that Charlie Garner and 
Randall Cunn_ingham are that 
much better than any two the Car-
dinals could possibly come up 
282- 0505 
Located across from U.C.F., in 
the UC6 Shopping Center 
1 We Deliver! 
$5 Large Cheese 
Take Out or Dine In Only 
Must Have Valid 
Student I.D. 
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UCF has an off ·week and doesn't know what to do 
o UCF has a bye 
week to prepare for 
Division I-A East 
Carolina, and get 
over injuries. It's do 
or die for the Golden 
Knights, 6-3. 
by TODD MAZZA 
Staff writer 
After playing football for 
nine straight weekends , the 
Golden Knights finally have a 
week off. 
"It' s going to be weird," 
said defensive tackle Robert 
Braucht. "Practice is going to 
come and go and then I won't 
have anything to do Saturday. It ' ll 
just be weird." 
Most figure a week off 
would be good for everyone on 
the team, but that's not true, ac-
cording to head coach Gene 
McDowell. 
"I like the week off, and I 
don't like the week off. I like it 
because it gives our guys the 
chance to heal some injuries and 
work on some other aspects of our 
game. But I don't like it because 
now I have to find a way to keep 
our guys focused," said McDowell 
Quarterback Darrin 
Hinshaw likes the idea of taking a 
week off, not for offensive, but 
for defensive reasons .. 
"I like the week off because 
we'll get some of our guys back 
on defense. Allen Powell, Rich-
ard Blake, and Loius Lubin may 
be back and together they '11 really 
help the team," he said 
But not all players like the 
idea of taking a breakin the middle 
of the season. 
"I don't care for the week 
off. It's just like your postponing 
your next game for an extra week. 
I don't really want to do that but 
we have no choice so we make the 
bestofthesituation," saidBraucht. 
Preferences aside, the 
Knights will still have an extra 
seven days to prepare for the trip 
· to East Carolina, their next oppo-
nent. 
Fans, players and coaches 
alike know that the Golden 
Knights have to stay focused and 
win the game against East Caro-
lina to get into the playoffs~ As the 
old addage goes, "Idle hands are 
the devils workshop." 
KNIGHT 
NOTES: 
•••••••••••••••• 
After taking a tr ip to 
Lynchburg, Va. this past weekend 
and extingusing the L iberty 
Flames 49 -24, the Knights moved 
up one notch to No. 16 on the 
Sports Network Poll. 
Quarterback Darin Hinshaw 
and wide receiver David Rhodes 
still have a chance to set more 
records in Florida. Hinshaw. needs 
783 yards to break the current 
career passsing yardage record of 
9,287 held by Florida' s Shane 
Matthews. 
Rhodes needs just 14 recep-
tions and 232 yards to break the 
career record in those categories. 
Currently the record is held by 
former Seminole great Ron Sellers 
(212 receptions, 3598 yards). 
In the weird statistic depart-
ment, quarterback Darrin Hinshaw 
is leading the team with six rushing 
touchdowns. The weird part is he 
has a riet rushing yardage of minus 
one yard. 
SOLARES/Future 
Marquette Smith has been able to slip through defenders 
arms all season long. 
Basketball team prepares for a rough schedule ,this season 
SOLARES/Future 
UCF plans to dunk their opponents en route to an NCAA bid. 
by MICHAEL WHITE 
Staff writer 
The UCF men's basketball 
team began practicing Thursday, 
returning to the court for the first 
< time since their appearance against 
Glenn Robinsolt and Purdue in the 
NCAA tournament. 
A tough _pre-conference 
schedule that includes games against 
Alabama; Georgia, and UNL V 
will keep the Golden Knights rel-· 
ishing the past. 
"We've got to start from 
scratch," head coach Kirk Speraw 
said. "Last year's success has no 
direct effect on this year's team." 
Alabama is ranked in the top· 
15, and Georgia and UNL V are big 
time programs. Eve!! if the Golden 
Knights win only one of the three 
big pre-conference games, it will 
be a big win for UCF and will give 
the team a lift going into the confer-
ence schedule. 
"It would be a major feather 
in our cap," Speraw said. 
Speraw added that the tough 
schedule will be a tremendous chal-
lenge for the team. 
Last year's success has raised 
expectationsfortheprogram. There 
is sure to be more pressure on the 
team and coaches this year .. 
The tough pre-conference 
schedule should have the Knights 
.ready for their Trans Atlantic Ath-
letic Conference schedule. Thecon-
ference should be tougher this year 
with the addition of Campbell Uni-
versity. 
· . · "Our confeence as a whole is 
going to be competitive," Speraw 
said. "You have to be prepared 
every night." 
There are five seniors return-
ing for the upcoming season-
'Patrick Butts, Ted Porter, Darrell 
Davis, Chuck Roberts, and last 
year's standout O' Keele Suave. 
They will be counted on for leader-
ship. 
Speraw said last years suc-
cess has helped in recruiting by 
opening the eyes of some players 
who may not of been aware ofUCF. 
He hopes last year's success pull 
fans into the arena. 
"We have an exciting, enter-
taining basketball team," Speraw 
said. "They ought to come out and 
see what we have to offer." 
Bummed that 
. there's no UCF 
football this week-
end? 
Watch the Women's 
Soccer 
TAAC Tournament 
instead! 
It's being held.here 
at the UCF Arena 
field 
Friday and Saturday 
See page 19 for 
tournament bracket 
details. 
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Menf § u(Q)lif: at the Trojan [Troy State] Invitational at the Highland Oaks golf course in Dothan, 
Ala.,Saturday and Sunday. 
MemlQ§ §(Q)cceir: at TAAC tournament at College of Charleston: semifinal vs. College of Charles-
ton, Friday at 7pm; championship game, Saturday at 7pm. 
~ .r{1eru 0 § §(Q)ccerr: TAAC tournament at UCF Arena field: semifinal vs. Mercer, Friday at 3pm; 
championship game, Saturday at 2pm. [See page 19 for tournament bracket] 
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